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Snow’s “grand experiment”—Genesis of an idea as described in On
the Mode of Communication of Cholera (1855)1
All the instances of communication of cholera through the medium of
water, above related, have resulted from the contamination of a pump-well
[such as the street pump in Broad Street}, or some other limited supply
of water; and the outbreaks of cholera connected with the contamination,
though sudden and intense, have been limited also; but when the water of a
river becomes infected with the cholera evacuations emptied from on board
ship, or passing down drains and sewers, the communication of the disease,
though generally less sudden and violent, is much more widely extended;
more especially when the river water is distributed by the steam engine
and pipes connected with water-works. Cholera may linger in the courts
and alleys crowded with the poor, for reasons previously pointed out, but I
know of no instance in which it has been generally spread through a town or
neighbourhood, amongst all classes of the community, in which the drinking
water has not been the medium of its diffusion. Each epidemic of cholera in
London has borne a strict relation to the nature of the [56/57] water-supply
of its different districts, being, modified only by poverty and the crowding,
and want of cleanliness which always attend it. . . .
Between 1832 and 1849 many changes took place in the water-supply of
London. The Southwark Water Company united with the South London
Water Company, to form a new Company under the name of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company. The water works at London Bridge were
abolished, and the united company derived their supply from the Thames
at Battersea Fields, about half-a-mile above Vauxhall Bridge. The Lambeth
Water Company continued to obtain their supply opposite to Hungerford
Market; but they had established a small reservoir at Brixton.
But whilst these changes had been made by the water companies,
changes still greater had taken place in the river, partly from the increase of
population, but much more from the abolition of cesspools and the almost
universal adoption of waterclosets in their stead. The Thames in 1849 was
more impure at Battersea Fields than it had been in 1832 at London Bridge.
A clause which prevented the South London Water Company from laying
their pipes within two miles of the Lambeth Water Works was repealed in
______________
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1834, and the two Companies were in [60/61] active competition for many
years, the result of which is, that the pipes of the Lambeth Water Company
and those of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company pass together down
all the streets of several of the south districts. As the water of both these
Companies was nearly equal in its impurity in 1849, this circumstance was
of but little consequence at that time; but it will be shown further on that it
afterwards led to very important results. . . .
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[Table 3] shows the mortality from cholera in the various registration districts of London in 1849, together with the water supply. The annual value
of house and shop-room for each person is also shown, as a criterion, to a
great extent, of the state of overcrowding or the reverse. The deaths from
cholera and the value of house-room, are taken from the “Report on the

Cholera of 1849,” by Dr. Farr, of the General Register Office. . . . [61/62]
[63/64] A glance at the table shows that in every district to which the
supply of the Southwark and Vauxhall, or the Lambeth Water Company
extends, the cholera was more fatal than in any other district whatever. The
only other water company deriving a supply from the Thames, in a situation where it is much contaminated with the contents of the sewers, was
the Chelsea Company. But this company, which supplies some of the most
fashionable parts of London, took great pains to filter the water before its
distribution, and in so doing no doubt separated, amongst other matters, the
greater portion of that which causes cholera. On the other hand, although
the Southwark and Vauxhall and the Lambeth Water Companies professed
to filter the water, they supplied it in a most impure condition. Even in the
following year, when Dr. Hassall made an examination of it, he found in it
the hairs of animals and numerous substances which had passed through
the alimentary canal. Speaking of the water supply of London generally, Dr.
Hassall says: “It will be observed, that the water of the companies on the

Surrey side of London, viz., the Southwark, Vauxhall, and Lambeth, is by far
the worst of all those who take their supply from the Thames.”2
London was without cholera from the latter part of 1849 to August 1853.
During this interval an important change had taken place in the water
supply of several of the south districts of London. The Lambeth Company
removed their water works, in 1852, from opposite Hungerford Market to
Thames Ditton; thus obtaining a supply of water quite free from the sewage
of London. The districts supplied by the Lambeth Company are, however,
also supplied, to a certain extent, by the Southwark and Vauxhall Company,
the pipes of both companies going down every street, in the places where
the supply is mixed, as was previously stated. In consequence of this intermixing of the water supply, the effect of the alteration made by the Lambeth Company on the progress of cholera was not so evident, to a cursory
observer, as it would otherwise have been. It attracted the attention however,
of the Registrar General, who published a table in the Weekly Return of
Births and Deaths for 26th November 1853, of which table IV is an abstract,
containing as much as applies to the
south districts of London. [68/69]
It thus appears that the districts partially supplied with the improved water suffered much less than
the others, although, in 1849, when
the Lambeth Company obtained their
supply opposite Hungerford Market,
these same districts suffered quite as
much as those supplied entirely by the
Southwark and Vauxhall Company,
as was shown in Table III . . . .The
Lambeth water extends to only a small
portion of some of the districts necessarily included in the groups supplied
by both Companies; and when the division is made a little more in detail, by
taking sub-districts instead of districts [see Table V, next page], the effect of
the new water supply is shown to be greater than appears in [Table IV]. . . .
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[Table V] (which, with a little alteration in the arrangement, is taken from
the Weekly Return Of Births and Deaths for 31st December 1853) shows the
mortality from cholera, in the epidemic of 1853, down to a period when the
disease had almost disappeared. The districts are arranged in the order of
their mortality from Cholera.
It will be observed that Lambeth, which is supplied with water in
a great measure by the Lambeth Company, occupies a lower position in the
above table than it did in [Table III] showing the mortality in 1849. . . .
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As the Registrar-General published a list of all the deaths from cholera
which occurred in London in 1853, from the commencement of the epidemic in August to its conclusion in January 1854, I have been able to add
up the number which occurred in the various sub-districts on the south side
of the Thames, to which the water supply of the Southwark and Vauxhall,
and the Lambeth Companies, extends. I have presented them in [Table VI],
arranged in three groups.
Besides the general result shown in the table, there are some
particular facts well worthy of consideration. In 1849, when the water of
the Lambeth Company was quite as impure as that of the Southwark and
Vauxhall Company, the parish of Christchurch suffered a rather higher rate
of mortality from cholera than the adjoining parish of St. Saviour; but in
1853, whilst the mortality in St. Saviour’s was at the rate of two hundred
and twenty-seven to one hundred thousand living, that of Christchurch was
only at the rate of forty-three. Now St. Saviour’s is supplied with water entirely by the Southwark and Vauxhall Company, and Christchurch is chiefly
supplied by the Lambeth Company. The pipes and other property of the
Lambeth Company, in the parish of Christchurch, are rated at about £316,
whilst the properly of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company in this [72/74]
parish is only rated at about £108. Waterloo Road, 1st part, suffered almost
as much as St. Saviour’s in 1849, and had but a single death in 1853; it is
supplied almost exclusively by the Lambeth Company. The sub-districts
of Kent Road and Borough Road which suffered severely from cholera,
are supplied, through a great part of their extent, exclusively by the Southwark and Vauxhall Company; the supply of the Lambeth Company being
intermingled with that of the other only in a part of these districts, as may
be seen by consulting the accompanying map (No. 2). The rural districts of
Wandsworth and Peckham contain a number of pump-wells, and are only,
partially supplied by the Water Company; on this account they suffered a
lower mortality than the other sub-districts supplied with the water from
Battersea Fields. In the three sub-districts to which this water does not
extend, there was no death from cholera in 1853.
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Although the facts shown in the above table [VI] afford very strong evidence of the powerful influence which the drinking of water containing
the sewage of a town exerts over the spread of cholera, when that disease is
present, yet the question does not end here; for the intermixing of the water
supply of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company with that of the Lambeth
Company, over an extensive part of London, admitted of the subject being
sifted in such a way as to yield the most incontrovertible proof on one side
or the other. In the sub-districts enumerated in the above table as being supplied by both Companies, the mixing of the supply is of the most intimate
kind. The pipes of each Company go down all the streets, and into nearly all
the courts and alleys. A few houses are supplied by one Company and a few
by the other, according, to the decision of the owner or occupier at that time
[74/75] when the Water Companies were in active competition. In many
cases a single house has a supply different from that on either side. Each
company supplies both rich and poor, both large houses and small; there is
no difference either in the condition or occupation of the persons receiving
the water of the different Companies. Now it must be evident that, if the
diminution of cholera, in the districts partly supplied with the improved
water, depended on this supply, the houses receiving it would be the houses
enjoying the whole benefit of the diminution of the malady, whilst the
houses supplied with the water from Battersea Fields would suffer the same
mortality as they would if the improved supply did not exist at all. As there
is no difference whatever, either in the houses or the people receiving the
supply of the two water companies or in any of the physical conditions with
which they are surrounded, it is obvious that no experiment could have been
devised which would more thoroughly test the effect of water supply on the
progress of cholera than this, which circumstances placed ready made before
the observer.

Map 2. Showing the boundaries of the Registrar-General’s districts on the south side of the Thames
in London, and also the water supply of those districts
(Detail showing subdistricts served by both the Lambeth and Southwark & Vauxhall Water Companies.)
Blue, faded to Green Southwark & Vauxhall

Red, faded to Pink Lambeth

Purple, faded to Orange Area in which pipes of both companies are intermingled

L Lambeth Water Works before 1852

S&V Southwark & Vauxhall Water Works since mid-1840s

The experiment, too, was on the grandest scale. No fewer than three
hundred thousand people of both sexes, of every age and occupation, and
of every rank and station, from gentle folks down to the very poor, were
divided into two groups without their choice and, in most cases, without
their knowledge. One group being supplied with water containing the sewage of London and, amongst it, whatever might have come from the cholera
patients. The other group having water quite free from such impurity.
To turn this grand experiment to account, all that was required was
to learn the supply of water to each individual house where a fatal attack of
cholera might occur. I regret that in the short days at the latter part of last
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[75/76] year, I could not spare the time to make the inquiry. Indeed, I was
not fully aware at that time of the very intimate mixture of the supply of the
two water companies and the consequently important nature of the desired
inquiry.
When the cholera returned to London in July [1854], however,
I resolved to spare no exertion which might be necessary to ascertain the
exact effect of the water supply on the progress of the epidemic in the places
where all the circumstances were so happily adapted for the inquiry. I was
desirous of making the investigation myself in order that I might have the
most satisfactory proof of the truth or fallacy of the doctrine which I had
been advocating for five years. I had no reason to doubt the correctness of
the conclusions I had drawn from the great number of facts already in my
possession, but I felt that the circumstance of the cholera-poison passing
down the sewers into a great river, and being distributed through miles of
pipes, and yet producing its specific effects, was a fact of so startling a nature,
and of so vast importance to the community, that it could not be too rigidly
examined, or established on too firm a basis.
I accordingly asked permission at the General Register Office [in midAugust] to be supplied with the addresses of persons dying of cholera in
those districts where the supply of the two companies is intermingled . . .
. Some of these addresses were published in the Weekly Returns and I was
kindly permitted to take a copy of others. I commenced my inquiry about
the middle of August with two sub-districts of Lambeth, called Kennington,
first part, and Kennington, second part.

